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The Application of VR in English Sitcom Teaching in Secondary Vocational School
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(Tianjin Vocational and Technical Normal University, Tianjin 300000,China)

Abstract: In recent years, the rapid development of VR technology, VR+ education is also gradually fill gaps in education sys⁃
tem. English drama classroom teaching has continued the traditional mode of school, English teaching content and drama teach⁃
ing the unification of teaching properly, lack of interest, English skills of vocational students is poor. The use of VR products of
immersion, interaction and the sense of imagination combine English sitcom form of classroom, develop a meaningful future class⁃
room, improve the students' individualized learning, mastery learning, practice learning, stimulate students' interest in learning
and improve the teaching quality.
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The teacher talked about marine life, a huge whale jumped
out from the screen, the students immediately gave an exclamation
of surprise. "A few years ago, popular on the network video pro⁃
gram, outlined the cool appearance of future education.
1 Status of Domestic VR Development

According to Descartes, "I think so I", the human conscious⁃
ness is the image of the objective world in his own brain, or with
Jeffrey Ventrella's point of view, the human brain is actually a vir⁃
tual reality engine, the objective world re- "constructed" again.
This engine continuously strong, until we finally satisfied "reality",
began to create new "reality" (VR) or added to the objective reality.
(AR). Virtual reality technology since the nineties began to further
improve and apply.

2016 is the first year of VR, the hardware development, inves⁃
tors believe that this is an opportunity for the future, a piece of
blue. So smart investors see the trend of VR development, began to
look at the VR industry application direction (1).

Figure 1
At present, the VR field is mainly entertainment and educa⁃

tion, especially vocational education, VR + vocational education
has been the virtual reality want to get involved in the field and ap⁃
plication of the field, China's professional and technical talent mar⁃
ket is very large, the needs of skilled personnel is a gap. 2016 is
the industry in August 13th, the second appeared Chinese Occupa⁃

tion Education International Cooperation summit a series of VR ed⁃
ucation products, VR technology and occupation education com⁃
bined, the subversion of the traditional way of learning, students
can stay at home, let the students in the disassembly of automobile
brake personally on the scene, repeatedly watching the internal
complex anatomy, vocational English drama class also introduced
VR, English as a foreign language now, gradually become the sec⁃
ond languages of Chinese people, we can see the importance of
learning English, but for Chinese people learning English and
learning Chinese language as mother like that Jane Single, especial⁃
ly for the students in secondary vocational schools is more diffi⁃
cult[1].

Now, in Shanghai secondary vocational school, the "classroom
of the future" is slowly becoming a reality. The reporter learned
that, in Yangpu, Fengxian and Songjiang area, AR (augmented real⁃
ity) technology get into the classroom stimulating students’interest
innovation and evaluation in learning; And in the secondary voca⁃
tional schools in Shanghai, VR (virtual reality) technology, but also
let students and English sitcom scenes "zero distance" contact,
greatly enhance the effect of English learning.
2 The Importance and Problems of English Sitcom
Teaching in Secondary Vocational Schools

2.1 The importance of English sitcom teaching in Secondary
Vocational Schools

At present, our country is in the key period of rejuvenating the
country and into the internationalization, the society needs a large
number of strong employment competition ability of teachers train⁃
ing, which is aimed at the production of high-quality workers, ser⁃
vice line of the secondary vocational schools to improve the require⁃
ments, the necessity for English is self-evident. English class has
long been one of school based culture class, improve the students'
English ability, has a great effect on the improvement of students'
comprehensive quality and professional ability , then the future de⁃
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velopment of English drama class is the best exercise students
speaking and consolidate classroom knowledge effectively.
2.2 The problems of English sitcom teaching
2.2.1 Teachers’problems
2.2.1.1 The content of English Teaching in secondary vocation⁃
al school is not in conformity with the situation drama class

At present, English teachers in secondary vocational schools
rely on textbooks, but the English teaching goals at all levels of
lack of knowledge, not correct concept of the implementation of
English textbooks in the classroom teaching, the teaching focus on
students' language skills and knowledge, comprehensive language
ability, emotional attitude, training to carry out classroom teaching
learning strategies and cultural awareness. The development of
teaching requirements, understanding is not clear, teaching is ran⁃
domness. English teachers think students creative teaching content
the teacher in the demonstration of the importance of neglect in the
classroom, vocational school students only a piece of the script to
play, no reference to the object.
2.2.1.2 The classroom design of English sitcom is lack of origi⁃
nality

Vocational English drama teaching goal is to give full play to
students' ability of oral expression, in the English drama scene
class most of the students can actively participate enthusiastically,
but students learn quickly, forget quickly. However, students learn
quickly, forget quickly. When heard of students the story can be
learned by heart, but do not remember the teaching content just
one lesson? Traditional English Classroom Activity Design Voca⁃
tional drama practice flat, single method, mechanical drills too
much, meaningful practice is not enough, lack the ability of train⁃
ing students use the language in context. Students did not fully
grasp the basic knowledge of the language. On the basis of not mas⁃
tering the language knowledge, it is very difficult for the students to
use them freely and remember deeply in the short play.
2.2.1.3 Secondary vocational English sitcom teaching software
and hardware behind, lack of necessary multimedia teaching
facilities

At present, some English teachers' education concept exist
dislocation and deviation, using traditional teaching methods and
means of teaching habits, which can’t stimulate students' interest
in learning English and complete the English teaching task. Eng⁃
lish teaching use the traditional cramming method to teach, full,
and ignore the cultivation of students' ability to echo what the
books say, which limit the students thinking and limit learning to
play the potential of teachers in teaching activities in a dominant
position, the center position of the students in a passive position,
subject status, student participation opportunities rarely, no time to
think, all the students accept teacher passively. Using modern edu⁃
cational technology and multimedia teaching fully in today's the
case, many secondary vocational school English teaching and mod⁃
ern teaching development.
2.2.2 Students' problems

2.2.2.1 Vocational school students English foundation is gener⁃
ally poor, students' English proficiency is low

Vocational students' mastery of the language was limited to
immediately according to the situation of the flexible use of previ⁃

ously learned knowledge, and achieves the transformation from pas⁃
sive to active language, quickly realized by "death storage" into the
"current use", is even more difficult. The students got the script to
memorie of previous knowledge, classroom performance results will
be very poor. At the same time show to teachers to infiltrate the
words and sentences used in the teaching process, for their perfor⁃
mances to remove possible obstacles, make language way, English
sitcom class still interest is not high, vocational students them⁃
selves do not love learning, especially English skills are poor.
2.2.2.2 Students lack English learning motivation

Learning motivation is the intrinsic reason to promote student
learning activities, is to inspire students, strong power to guide stu⁃
dents. No learning motivation of students is very hard to study
hard. But most vocational school is in junior high school grades,
the basic culture level is low, learning is not active students in
Guangzhou Shunde a vocational school absorb, students are all
third class inside the bottom of students, students' attitude is to
play, the main part of the students have psychological problems,
family money can make multiple selections, and don’t realize the
importance of learning English. Occupation school, usually be⁃
cause of age is too small. The parents forced reading the purpose is
to graduate, get a diploma, even after a good job all day. The day,
there are still some students are single parent families, the parents
of their usual lax discipline, basic culture What lessons do not
learn more English. They lack the motivation to learn English, they
do things carelessly in learning, there is no way hard to learn Eng⁃
lish, and finally form a vicious spiral, resulting in Secondary Voca⁃
tional English teaching is difficult to smoothly.
2.2.2.3 Students' English learning concept inhibited the quali⁃
ty of English drama teaching

First, the influence of the traditional concept of education, stu⁃
dents pay more attention to the professional course study despise
culture course of study, the purpose and importance of learning
English knowledge is not enough. It is understood that the students
in vocational schools, mainly in order to grasp. In their opinion, pro⁃
ficiency in a particular line culture class is general college en⁃
trance examination to university, if you want to learn cultural les⁃
sons directly on the high school, no need to vocational school, voca⁃
tional school as long as the professional technology well enough, to
a certain extent this idea has hindered the quality of English drama
teaching. Second, from the previous study status, vocational school
students learn English skills themselves, do not learn, on the con⁃
trary sleep, form a fatal circulation, so that the students learning
English to insufficient. Many students in junior high school English
foundation is weak, so now do not understand English, some stu⁃
dents learning English has a dead end, so that students in the Eng⁃
lish drama in the classroom, one cannot speak English, to make
their own weak point. Third, some students lack confidence in
learning English, in English classroom drama with "poguanziposh⁃
uai" thought.
3 The Application of VR in English Sitcom Teaching
in Secondary Vocational School

3.1 VR features

In 2016 the first year of VR, the hardware development of all
industries, think this is an opportunity, the future of a blue ocean,
have joined the VR hardware industry. In September 13, 2017, ap⁃
ple officially held conference, apple to create a new AR visitor ex⁃
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perience center, in line with the iPhone standard OLED screen was
born, it can provide a better VR experience; VR products immer⁃
sion, interaction and dynamic sense of imagination has captured
the public's heart, the future will be visible in the world of VR di⁃
rection (2).

Figure 2
Three features of VR: immersion, interaction and imagination.

The virtual environment in the virtual reality system, user experi⁃
ence to see, hear, touch, smell immersion "true feelings; person or
thing with experience in daily life and in the virtual scene for a va⁃
riety of communication, have experience real interaction; users can
obtain new knowledge and experience in the virtual environment,
the formation of emotional or rational understanding, so as to gener⁃
ate new ideas and actions, effectively improve the ability of think⁃
ing and action.
3.2 VR and vocational English drama teaching combination

In the scenario of secondary vocational English teaching in
the classroom drama introduces VR technology created for students
in English. English drama drama students with VR eyes, into the
virtual classroom drama. From the Ministry of Education an⁃
nounced according to the overall deployment of the 13th Five-Year
Education informatization Plan >, study and formulate <2017 edu⁃
cation information points ", the clearly pointed out the need to start
the construction of the experiment platform based on VR, complete
the construction of Internet plus wisdom education demonstration
base. The development of the market prospects of VR and related
content in large numbers, can be selected according to the contents
of the product VR market on the content of Vocational English cur⁃
riculum has been developed, VR 2016 is the first year of the great
development of hardware, but the VR is still as a child. Just wait
for the birth of development, vocational English drama course is rel⁃
atively simple, the existing VR products currently on the market to
support the application scene of secondary vocational English play
teaching.

"Good morning, we ride the bus to go to school!" while the re⁃
alization of cartoon characters dialogue with AR, he opened the
door of a bus bound for the virtual school. VR English script con⁃
tent and not twists and turns of the story, but the students enthusi⁃
asm for learning English is this personally form to mobilize stu⁃
dents reaction dialogue with the virtual animation screen in the
buddy, feel very magical, this is more interesting than the original
simple to read English books. English is very simple, the content of
VR drama classroom needs English situation is relatively simple,
in line with the current development of the VR content.

The power of VR in public participation is further enhanced
by its application online [2]. VR360 degree panoramic video immer⁃
sion high intensity focused on the current situation of the target
feels pleasure and satisfaction, and forgets the spatial situation of
secondary vocational students. VR product users immersive virtual

real world English sitcom sense to stimulate students’interest in
learning, improve learning motivation and effectiveness, and im⁃
prove the teaching level. Occupation technical secondary school
students is a special the group, when they are in the middle period,
most of the results are not very good, even some students are indi⁃
vidual teachers "forgotten corner"; to a great extent, this group of
students have some defects, vocational school students are selected
after the remaining students, their basic knowledge is an indisput⁃
able fact of weakness. Especially basic English, vocational English
is relatively boring, English drama class, a student is in the blues.
English drama courses in secondary vocational schools can help
Students to consolidate classroom English learning of secondary vo⁃
cational English classroom situation drama tradition still cannot
complete the teaching goal. VR immersion and situational English
teaching combining vocational drama, let students in English dra⁃
ma class. To improve the secondary vocational English classroom
drama scene design lack of new situation.

In the artificial intelligence, interaction, interactive every⁃
where, interaction has become a form of medical courses. For exam⁃
ple, the medical curriculum in the VR environment, can set up vir⁃
tual human model, with the help of the trackball, HMD, feeling
gloves, students can easily understand the internal organs of the hu⁃
man body structure, which contains the visual auditory interaction,
interactive listening, haptic interaction, taste interaction, olfactory
interaction etc. The secondary vocational school students in Eng⁃
lish sitcom the door open the virtual classroom, interaction with AR
cartoon characters, enhance the students’interest. Now most of the
vocational students' learning enthusiasm is not high, the lack of
spirit, lack of motivation, learning objectives are not clear, learning
too and, low efficiency, and information source of secondary voca⁃
tional school students very wide, the temptation of the outside
world is very large, so the course cannot meet their psychological
needs, interested in the network, games, pleasure, chasing, not
learning. The introduction of VR and VR in English sitcom teach⁃
ing meets the students' visual, auditory, tactile, taste and olfactory
stimulation, and brings a feast for students.

Imagination sense, the introduction of VRand virtual space
script in the English sitcom classroom of secondary vocational
school, bring students endless imagination space, like the customs
clearance of games, they are led by curiosity to carry on the next
step.Today's secondary vocational students are mostly only chil⁃
dren; the environment is superior, from the lack of strenuous exer⁃
cise, fragile, learning inertia strong, relatively weak ideological con⁃
cepts. The traditional teaching methods can not adapt to the con⁃
temporary vocational education requirements, the introduction of
VR in the English drama scene in the classroom, the students of
drama in the virtual space performance, guarantee the safety of the
students.
4 The Advantages of VR in English Sitcom Teaching
in Secondary Vocational Schools

4.1 Response to national policy

The Ministry of Education announced that according to the
general plan of the 13th Five-Year Plan of Education Informatiza⁃
tion, the Ministry of Education will study and formulate the main
points of Education Informatization in 2017. it is pointed out that to
start building the experiment platform based on VR, complete the
construction of Internet plus wisdom education demonstration base.
The virtual reality industry practitioner is also a great encourage⁃
ment policy the primary content of national development. In May
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2016, the State Council issued the" innovation driven development
strategy will also outline > field of virtual reality technology and re⁃
lated technologies included in the "strategic task" part. This will
be the development of domestic VR training software into the class⁃
room "soil". On the English drama class VR products will also
emerge in an endless stream in the future, more suitable for second⁃
ary vocational English classroom drama scene content will also con⁃
tinue to launch.
4.2 To improve the English sitcom effect of classroom teach⁃
ing, enhance students' interest in learning

In October 19, 2016, sponsored by the Institute of higher edu⁃
cation Chinese higher practice teaching reform and talent training
mode innovation and series of activities and the forty-eighth nation⁃
al higher education equipment exhibition in the exhibition debut,
IUV VR IUV education products, the first attempt to use the VR
technology and the occupation education training and the depth of
integration, the 4G wireless scenarios through VR technology to the
exhibition site, the education sector has attracted a lot of guests to
stop experience.

VR products used in the English drama teaching in classroom
teaching, English drama compared with the traditional classroom
teaching mode: expand learning space to stimulate interest in learn⁃
ing; reduce the cost of learning, improve teaching efficiency; away

from the dangerous environment, "to make learning more secure.
Personally on the scene" teaching by using the VR software train⁃
ing, students do not have a campus. Using VR training software for
teaching, students do not go out of the campus; you can live in a vir⁃
tual working environment, as in the actual environment of the same
sense of presence, while mobilizing a variety of perceptual ability.

Artificial intelligence, big data analysis and Virtual Education
(VR Education) is known to affect the future of the three science
and technology innovation direction. Virtual reality and augmented
reality learning environment brings us is not only a technology plat⁃
form or tool, it will lead to a new type of teaching mode and teach⁃
ing methods. VR in Secondary Vocational English drama teaching
in the future is the trend of the times, with the development of VR
technology, exquisite about secondary vocational English drama
teaching content will pour out a lot, the future will be VR world.
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difficult language points, an explicit mini-lecture might work much
better than textual enhancement. And for learners of relatively high
English competence, consistent and explicit corrective feedback
might work better to draw their attention to some problematic lan⁃
guage features.
4 Conclusion

Despite the different findings of EGI, the value of EGI should
not be ignored, especially in EFL classrooms where naturalistic lan⁃
guage input is quite limited. EGI is more effective in raising their
consciousness of target grammatical forms to facilitate learners’in⁃
terlanguage, although it is significant to provide learners with fur⁃
ther opportunities to experience the target structures to maintain
the effects of EGI. Nevertheless, further research is needed to ex⁃
plore which instruction works better for which linguistic feature.
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